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PART II - PEACE STUDIES

CHAPTER FIVE

Peace Studies: defy nitions, concepts and scope

5.1 Introduction

In essence, Peace Studies is about w derstanding the underlying causes of conflict and

nonviolent ways of resolving such co fflict. In this chapter, we examine several ways of

viewing Third World development and underdevelopment and thereby indicate the

scope of Peace Studies.

5.2 The nature of violence ia the Third World

In Chapter 3, we examined various types of violence in PNG. This chapter both

provides a theoretical explanation of such violence and locates it within a global

context. Part of the reason for viole ice within PNG is its lack of development which

results from its connection to the wor Id economic system.

Global level violence and peaceless [less are more visible in this century than ever

before: wars, terrorism, the arms r;Lce, poverty, violent crime, inequality, injustice,

ethnic hatred, greed, violation of human rights, corruption, power struggles,

malnutrition, sexual and racial discrin iination, pollution, environmental degradation and

global warming all add up to a wor d in major conflict in need of urgent resolution

(Arnold, 1986; UNDP, 1994 & 1996 Chambers, 1997:1-7).

Violence of such extent and diversit y makes peace seem an impossible dream. 'Yet,

everywhere, the cry is for peace!' ( Swan, 1995:34 & 1997, 1). This scenario has

prompted peace researchers and educ ators and other groups and individuals around the

world, to search for a paradigm within which violence can be critically analysed and

solutions sought. Toh (1990:1) expre ;ses the underlying concern:

What is the state of planet E firth? In what condition are we, today's
adults, handing the world of er to today's children, much of whose
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existence lies in the next cc ntury? Can we, in honesty and clear
conscience, look at the next generation of adults full in the eye and
assure them "don't worry, be happy-you will have a bright,
prosperous, secure and st ible future"? These are enormous
questions of responsibility - ethical responsibility, moral
responsibility, indeed spirituz 1 responsibility

To 'give peace a chance' demands radical change. All these wishes for a peaceful

world cannot take root within current political and economic structures. Rather, there

needs to be an adoption of a range cf new values such as compassion, harmony, love

and selflessness, together with an overarching concept of justice that is congruent with

this affirmative value system. The n aterialistic world of the present global capitalism

is eroding human qualities in spite of its rhetoric of achieving human betterment

through economic growth (George, 976; Leroux, 1982, Harrison, 1993). True peace

can only come about through cultiva :ing the human heart to incline it to act for peace

on earth and with the earth in line with Gaia's basic principles (Barnaby, 1988; Swan,

1997). Swan (1995:38) adds 'it sho qld be accepted that in the study of peace both

mind and the heart must have a Pace with this should come the admission that

knowledge based on scientific and r vional means alone is incomplete and therefore

narrowly true at best'.

The underlying goal of the curriculur 1 designed and taught as part of this research (see

chapter 11) is to critically analyse ti e many facets and contradictions of conflict and

violence and to design an ahem; itive curriculum, presenting learners with the

opportunity to cultivate the theme 'th'nk globally, and act locally' for peace (Carson &

Gideonse, 1987:6). Indeed, there a7e individuals, groups and organisations in PNG

already involved in a range of relevar t activities. These include groups working in the

areas of literacy, awareness, huma a rights, and conflict resolution skills in rural

communities. There are also environmental groups and community-centred

development initiatives designed to cmscientize to empower the rural and urban poor.

`No peace without development' and 'no peace without justice' are slogans taken from

Toh (1986:18) and Swan (1995:46) emphasising the intricate relationships between

peace, justice and development. De\ elopment has two meanings - both economic and

human development. This thesis L ses de\ elopment to mean human development.
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Human development rejects injustice, exploitation and imperialism and emphasises

justice through the practice of compassion, forgiveness and reconciliation.

According to Galtung (1969 & 1980 ), there are two applications of the meaning of

peace. Negative peace is defined as Ll3sence of war whereas positive peace focuses on

dealing with structural violence, whi :h is inherent in the way societies arid economies

are organised. The second type of peace includes the attainment by individuals of

freedom and well being. In other words, peace and development become synonymous.

Galtung links peace and development, emphasising that the North is preoccupied with

the 'absence of war'. The more implicit levels of peace - the type of peace that fosters

human development - is not part of heir mindset. The deeper implications of lack of

peace in the broader structural sens preoccupies the Southern nations because they

understand that poverty and war are also synonymous: 'in war life is taken away from

people, people are killed. But in r,iisery life is also taken away from people , not

instantly or quickly by a bullet or a i'omb, but slowly through diseases until they pass

away' (Galtung, 1980:145).

Despite the fact that there has been a reduction in the proportion of people living in

absolute poverty since 1960, around 1500 million people continue to live in absolute

poverty (World Bank, 1975; UNDP, 1994; 1996). Some improvements in education,

income, health, access to clean wat.r and greater life expectancy have occurred in

some areas. However, in 1990, Asia still had 64%, Africa 24% and Latin America and

the Caribbean 12% of their populati m in absolute poverty (UNDP,1990:22). Gross

National Product per capita fails to d:;clare how wealth is distributed and who actually

benefits (Jackson, 1994:182). Throu ghout the Third World, the condition of rural and

urban poor has worsened significantly since the early 1980s, in part a consequence of

the debt crisis. Consequently, milli ms of children die due to insufficient food and

health care. The present economic o..cler benefits the North while the South is caught

in a 'debt trap'. Whilst its elites pros per, the majority of the South's populations are

growing absolutely poorer (George, 992 & 1994).

In Third World countries governed by repressive regimes, large numbers have died

from genocide and structural violence . It is estimated that between the years 1900 and

1987, 169.2 million perished due to genocide, that is, mass murder of citizens by a
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government, excluding battle deaths (Rummel, 1994). This number almost rivals the

losses counted in all the internatio ml civii wars (38.5 million). Eckhardt (1992)

estimates that between 1945 and 1987, "organised killing of a people by the

government or its agents resulted i 1 11.5 million deaths, more than civilian deaths

(10.7 million) in civil wars over the ;ame period". Deaths due to structural violence,

however, "occurs amidst social and cultural settings within which individuals may do

enormous harm to other human beings without ever intending to do so ... a process

working slowly in the way in genera 1, and hunger in particular, erode and finally kill

human beings" (Galtung, 1985:145). Thus al estimated 17 million people per annum,

mostly children under five years, die rom hugerand preventative disease.

Eckhardt sums up the 'surplus death' )etween 1945 & 1990 as follows:

• Civilian deaths in war -	 14 million
• Military deaths in war -	 8
• Civilians killed by their own gover aments -	 48 million
• Civilian deaths due to structural vi 31ence - 795 million

These numbers are elegantly explained by Swan (1995:36):

The abolition of internatior Lal war ]s no guarantee of peace; the
deeper-seated causes of r eacelessness must be addressed as
well. These are regarded as stemming from the silent violence
and oppression perpetuate( I by the privileged and the powerful
over the underprivileged and the weak through systems of
social, cultural, economi:, and political organisation and
control. Such indirect violence, which marginalises,
impoverishes and often eve ntually kills (usually from a distance
through deprivation of bas .c requirements of life), needs to be
identified, confronted and eliminated along with direct violence
... if peace is to be achieve( between and within nations.

Figure 5.1 illustrates Galtung's 'Violence Strata Image', showing a causal flow from

cultural to structural to direct violen,:e. At the bottom of the triangle lie 'permanent'

cultural violence, where ethnic, religious, gender and other differences are established

and used as the basis and justification for structural and direct violence. Each of these

types of violence has its parallel type of peace (see section 7.2).

The quiet, unintended process of stn ctural violence which occupies the next strata is

enforced by the threat or reality of d rect violence and may well bring forth events of
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direct violence. Apartheid in South I ∎frica provides a classic example of these violence

strata. At the cultural level, race w. is used to allocate segments of the population to

different economic functions and locations. At the structural level, different racial

groups had access to very different income earning opportunities and heath services

resulting for example, in high infat t mortality rates amongst black children. This

structural violence was enforced by police and military who showed little restraint in

the use of direct violence.

Figure 5.1	 A Violence Strata Image

Causal flow
Direct

(ev !nt)

Strus tural
(pros ess)

Cu tural
(pei manence)

Source: Galtung 1990b:294

It can be argued that the underlying cause of violence is deprivation of basic human

needs for the majority of populatio i as a result of relying on the growth-oriented

development model. According to ;:ummy (1995:65), when basic human needs are

neglected, violence in one form or another is Likely to become endemic:

What happens when thest; needs are left unattended is that
violence festers or erupts n many forms: it can take the form
of revolution against the st ate and its ruling power elite; it can
be reflected in rising c 'ime statistics; it can appear in
interpersonal relationships in acts such as wife beating and
psychological debasemen :; it can turn inward and be
manifested in the self destr action of drug abuse or suicide; and
it can simmer in the 'quiet desperation' that afflicts the lives of
so many of the world's powerless.

We now turn to examine two r aradigrns which represent the main ways of

understanding and interpreting Third World conflict and violence.
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5.3 The modernisation pan digm

The modernisation paradigm, also referred to by a range of other terms - free market

economics, the economic growth ar proach, capitalist economics - is reasonably well

understood. It involves the appl ication of conventional free market economic

principles, devised in developed co antries, to the Third World or underdeveloped

countries In its earlier versions, it vas envisioned that the latter would emulate the

historic development paths of the former and industrialisation was given strong

emphasis as the means to achieve economic growth. It was assumed that the benefits

of development, whilst initially ben( fiting the rich, would trickle down to the poor

(Rostow, 1969).

Lack of development was seen t D result principally from internal deficiencies,

particularly low levels of saving and investment, out-dated capital equipment, and low

quality labour. Other limitations inch ided limited entrepreneurial drive, overpopulation

and traditional values which held lx ck development. To help in the transformative

process, political institutions mode lled on industrialised countries bequeathed by

departing colonial powers, and political stability was sought at all costs, including

supporting repressive regimes.

Third World governments accept( d that transnational companies would foster

development and allowed these companies easy access to their resources.

Governments in the Third World were led to believe that these companies were

necessary prerequisites of development and the main source of capital, expertise,

technology and skills. By accepting t his model of development, Third World countries

were integrated into the highly CM petitive 'world market. In addition., plantations,

cash cropping and agribusiness were promoted, to the detriment of subsistence farming

in some areas.. To help in the develo )ment process, faith was put in the application of

advanced agricultural technology an( I higher yielding variety of grain to feed growing

populations (13ordang, 1980; Walters, 1982). Although the move appeared positive in

redirecting agriculture towards moc ern development, the project was inappropriate

and poor could not afford to participate (George, 1987). The result has been higher

productivity but greater inequality.
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On the basis of neo-Malthusian theory, modernisation advocates argued that

overpopulation was a direct cause )f underdevelopment and pushed for population

control as a pre-condition for growth.

During the 1970s, it became clear that a large number of Third World countries were

nowhere near to achieving economic prosperity, despite large inputs of foreign aid and

the intervention of local and foreigr `experts' . In consequence, Robert. McNamara,

then the President of the World Ba proposed the 'Growth With Equity' and the

`Basic Needs Strategy' (Chenery, 1974; Brandt, 1980). Although the move appeared

a positive move in directing traditior, al development initiatives, it was replaced, in the

early 1980s, by a market and export oriented approach (Bienen & Waterbury, 1992;

George, 1994).

The 'debt crisis', which began in the early 1980s as a result of excessive borrowing by

Third World governments and exce sive lending by Western banks, has provided an

important tool for forcing countries to implement conventional economic policies. The

IMF's structural adjustment packages (SAPs) provide foreign exchange to enable

countries to deal with balance of payments shortfalls (particularly in respect of debt

repayments). This support comes t a price, however, as SAPs require a range of

measures which reduce the role of i:overnment increase that of the market (George,

1992 & 1994; Madeley, 1996). Whi=st real incomes of the poor have typically fallen,

modernisation theorists see this as the short term 'pain' necessary in order to secure

long term gain which will result fro 11 an efficient and competitive economy (World

Bank, 1995:3).

5.4 Criticisms of modernisa tion paradigm

The social scientists who pioneered the critique of modernisation emerged from the

Dependency School in the 1960s the beliefs of which are based on the Marxist or neo-

Marxist theory (Bloomstrom & Hett le, 1984; Hettne, 1995). The early contributors

to this new thinking were the politi:..,a1 scientists, Baran (1957) and Frank (1970 &

1992), who made a significant cc ntribution to the concept of 'development of

underdevelopment'. According to their assessment, the disruption of traditional

societies has not been beneficial for Third World countries; underdevelopment was a
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consequence of historical contact v ith the industrialised countries which facilitated

economic development in the latter, but left the Third World impoverished. This line

of criticism is reinforced by other am .lysts who suggested that historically, through the

process of colonialism and other me chanisnis of exploitation, underdevelopment laid

the foundations of a modern capital st world-system (Cardoso, 1972; Rodney, 1972;

Amin, 1974; Wilber & Weaver, 1979; Wallerstein, 1980).

The historical process integrated t he Third World into the capitalist system as

producers of raw materials for indu ;trialised countries. Third World countries were

initially drawn into international tradi ng markets which were assumed to be free and to

enhance the comparative advantage ( f all parties. In reality, the cards were stacked in

favour of the already well off and most benefits flowed to the citizens of the North

(Harrison, 1981:350; Lappe, Collins & Kinley, 1981:12; Madeley, 1996). The Third

World remains dependent on a few commodities which do not earn enough of the

much needed foreign currency. Me anwhile prices of imported industrial goods and

services have risen over the years, flu ther disadvantaging the Third World. In order to

purchase these manufactured goods :ind services, the nations of the Third World must

borrow more, pushing them into wo .sening debt situations and adding more stress to

their economies (George, 1994; Atkinson, 1993; Swift, 1994).

Basically, the record of progress in flird World countries since, say, 1960 has been

mixed. The numbers of people with acces s; to basic fruits of development such as

education, health services and clean water has increased. However, in general, the

proportion of people in absolute pov( rty has increased and around 1500 million people

are in absolute poverty in the mid-19 )Os. Even in the southeast Asian 'tiger' nations -

Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong and South Korea - the rapid growth of the 1980s and

1990s has resulted in worsening inc )me inequality (Hamilton, 1983, 1989 & 1992).

The UNDP's Human Development Report; show that inequality, both within and

between countries, has increased dramatically since the ascending free market

economies in the early 1980s. A minority of people have become better off, and some

have become extremely rich, but the poor have suffered real income cuts, often of 50

percent or more, since the early 1980 ;. 'Trickle down' has clearly not occurred
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5.5 The PEACE paradigm

The PEACE paradigm derives from Toh Swee-Hin & Cawagas (1987) who proposed

it as an alternative development model to the modernisation and dependency

paradigms. The PEACE acronym denotes Participatory, Equitable, Appropriate,

Conscientization and Eco-managen rent principles and suggests peaceful paths to

liberate the oppressed and move tow ards authentic development (Toh, 1986; 1987 &

1988). Each term presents a critical question with which to evaluate the modernisation

ideologies and policies and, most importantly their impacts on the people The

alternative model reverses the usual pattern by giving power to grassroots people in

planning and managing their own d( velopment and offers development which would

directly benefit the poor. With the poor as the centre of development, a new era is

possible. (Korten & Klauss; 1991; Korten, 1990).

The PEACE paradigm advocates a PARTICIPATORY mode of development

whereby citizens, particularly the -)oor, are actively involved in all development

programmes. According to Edwards (1989:120) 'development is about processes of

enrichment, empowerment and participation, which the technocratic, project-oriented

view of the world simply cannot accommodate'. This allows for 'autonomous'

development (Carmen, 1996) and gives every person the opportunity to create their

own future. Participatory development recognises the importance of drawing upon the

knowledge and the wisdom of t le local people, making them the centre of

development (Toh, 1987b; Cernea, 1991; Chambers, 1983 & 1997). Previously, they

have been segregated to remain ig iorant, disempowered and passive observers of

change implemented from above by c lites and experts. They have not had the privilege

of being agents of change in their o vn right. The results of the top-down model of

development have been very disappc inting for the advocates of modern development

(Harrison, 1981; Gran, 1983; Crittenden & Lea, 1989; Toh, 1990). This component of

the peace paradigm seeks to improN e development efforts encouraging people to be

active participants in steering the pro.;ess of development.

The second component, an EQUITABLE distribution of society's resources, reflects

the importance that perceived maldi ;tribution has in promoting conflict and violence.

Capitalist values have eroded much of the Third World human values of mutual
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respect, tolerance, care and sensiti 7ity. Through the process of conscientization,

ordinary people can revive the richn ;ss of their cultures and exploit values, including

reciprocity arid redistribution, which are fundamental to personal development and

nation building (Falk, Kim & Menlo itz, 1983; Toh, 1988).

The third component highlights the need for development efforts to be

APPROPRIATE to local knowled ge and skills, in order to utilise local physical,

human and cultural resources in the development efforts (It is a change necessary for

directing the course of developme nt towards the local context. Contemporary

institutions have been instrumental it imposing Western political, social and economic

changes unsuited to indigenous cult gyres. Third world indigenous cultures and their

environments need to be protected tc secure the intricate relationship people have with

their environment and cultures (Gou et, 1977; Ekins, 1992). For example, schools in

the Third World nations typically rlimic dominant Western education systems and

curricula which are likely to be inappropriate to the indigenous context. To

superimpose such foreign systems c nto the delicate fabric of native culture merely

increases alienation and displaces the original culture.

Similarly the push to impose moderr technologies of farming onto Third World rural

economies has cost the poor access t o land z-Lnd environmental damage. The quest for

efficiency and profit has contributed greatly to the demise of the local economy.

Fourth, it is essential to raise the awa • ness or level of CONSCIENTIZATION of the

people to enable the disposed and po or to understand the root causes of their poverty.

Such insights provide the intellect) al strategies to empower the poor to liberate

themselves from forces of oppressior (Freire, 1972; Goulet, 1992).

The fifth component concerns the J NVIRONMENT. The rapid depletion of the

environment within mainstream dew lopment is of global concern and contributes to

major imbalances in the ecosystem. Over generations, people in the South have been

able to survive because of the resources provided by their environment and their

harmony with. it. The imperative tc stop further ecological violence perpetuated by

transnational companies is a vital cc mponent of this principle of development. The

design of development initiatives 	 harmony with the environment will promote
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sustainability for future generation; , (Adams, 1993; Jackson, 1994). The 'whole

livelihood of the indigenous people therefore protected and not destroyed as in many

parts of the Third World. In these p aces the indigenous people are forced by internal

and external elites to allow or participate in forms of commercial agriculture, fishing,

mining and logging which are ecologi zally unsustainable.

The critical analysis conveyed by the PEACE paradigm has a direct link with the

dependency paradigm and neo-Marxi st initiatives in the Third World. The dependency

approach originated in Latin America to debate problems of underdevelopment and

provided a platform for an effective criticism of the modernisation paradigm. The

dependency concept emerged from a pertain dualism in Marxist thinking, i.e on the one

hand the traditional approach, focusi ig on development and taking a eurocentric view

and, on the other, an approach foc using on the concept of underdevelopment and

expressing a Third World view (He ttne & Bloomstrom, 1984:27). Related to this

approach is the concept of Liberation Theology (Balasuriya, 1984; Boff & Boff 1987).

Hence, the modernisation paradigm fosters the growth model of development with

emphasis on GNP as a measure of d( velopment. The PEACE paradigm, on the other

hand, argues that this means that he benefits of development go to internal and

external elites and proposes more hui lane and direct development strategies.

In order to fill out this explanation )f the PEACE paradigm, much of which will be

utilised later in this thesis, we turn to examine a number of issues from this paradigm's

perspectives.

5.6 Issues in development - a PEACE perspective

5.6.1 Definition of Development

Development must shift its emphas is from being growth centred to being people

centred. Development in this way emanates from grassroots, using localised skill and

expertise. The idea that developmei t must be provided by the expertise of outsiders

proclaimed by modernisers has led t) much exploitation. The rural poor in this way

lose control over their own resource ; and futures. The inability of local people to be

instrumental in their own developm, ant leads to conflict and further perpetuates the
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cycle of violence (Ghai & Vivian, 992; Ekins, 1992; Jackson, 1994:185; Carmen,

1996; Chambers, 1997).

5.6.2 Colonialism

The education of Third World people about colonialism and its impact on their culture

is a peaceful way to conscientize anc. empower local people for change. Armed with

the historical context of their own development they are better equipped to find

sustainable solutions and be pro-acti ie in determining new directions. Education can

also expose the reality of world economic orders so to put Third World countries in a

better position to avert exploitation (Trainer, 1988). If Third World people can be

educated and contribute to policy discussions then decisions which result in human

suffering can be challenged and possi )1y avoided.

5.6.3 Food and population

Many modernisers uphold the neo-M althusian theory which holds that overpopulation

is a principal cause of poverty. Some Western nations have proposed various

sanctions if Third World nations d o not adopt population control policies. The

PEACE paradigm criticises family pl; inning strategies for a number of reasons:

(1) Focusing on population cont .ol can become a diversion from the real issue -

the elimination of poverty - vhich is in part a matter of redistributing profits

earned. by internal and exter ml elites (Trainer, 1985; Short, 1991; Peatfeld,

1995).

(2) Food shortages occur partly because of a maldistribution of food between and

within nations. Food is usual y available, but the poor often lack the necessary

purchasing power (Wells, 19)1:6). Often, food - producing land is used to

produce food or products destined for industrial nations (Harrison, 1993;

Jackson, 1994:21-23; Hunt, 1 992). The North have just over a billion people

and yet consume 5/6th of the world's resources while the South has access to

only 1/6th to feed four and a half billion people (Vittate, 1992:3; Godrej,

1995). Conventional myths , ire propagated about overpopulation in order to
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divert attention away from th . ; affluent lifestyles of the Western world (Trainer,

1985 & 1988; Harrison, 1993:275).

(3) Poverty also exacerbates oN, erpopulation. In many Third World countries,

children provide security in o d age arid are needed to work the land (Harrison,

1993:251).

(4) The Green Revolution, adop Led in some parts of Africa and Asia, converted

local subsistence farming int D large scale mechanised farming systems using

fertilisers and methods fore gn to local farmers. This system resulted in

worsening poverty as a result of mechanisation and indebtedness.

Consequently the poor are di ;advantaged by losing valuable land and access to

employment (Jackson, 199 L ; Morehouse, 1994). These initiatives were

designed to develop cash crc,ps for quick profit and not food crops for local

consumption.

PEACE advocates demand the cooperation of the Northern countries to address these

hidden causes of poverty. In partic filar, the objectives of the world economic order

must be dismantled so as to free the Third World from the bonds of indebtedness and

co-dependence. As it stands, many c ountries are little more than feedlots for the more

powerful nations.

5.6.4 TNCs and the environment

The PEACE paradigm raises some critical concerns about TNCs, given that their

primary motive is short term profit (Madeley, 1996:86-103; Swift, 1994). PEACE

advocates argue that the TNCs pro fit through the exploitation of cheap labour and

natural resources and access to new markets (Hayter, 1971 & 1982:38). Behind the

facade, there is substantial environrr ental damage and a dislocation of local customs

leading to conflict and violence. Thu d World countries also serve as dumping grounds

for toxic wastes and pharmaceutical )roducts and pesticides no longer permitted in the

West (Madeley, 1996:104-118)

The ultimate coup for TNCs occurs when a country is caught in the debt trap so that

uncontrolled exploitation of natura resources takes place (Hunt, 1990; Ransom,
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1992). Indeed, the IMF and WB do sign structural adjustment programmes so as to

effectively force countries to open tlemselNes to resource exploitation. In this way

small countries such as PNG are sub ected to economic imperialism by TNCs based in

industrialised countries (Madeley, 19 )6:119-130).

Some of the economic and environmental exploitation at local levels emanates from the

ignorance of village people of ti eir rights as indigenous landowners. TNCs

demonstrate no ability to empathise with native cultures, the survival of which is

wholly dependent upon a close relat onship with their environment (Patkar, 1992:17;

George 1995:223-241).

5.6.5 Foreign Aid

The modernisation paradigm maintaii is that foreign aid results in accelerated growth in

the economies of needy nations. By ;ontrast, the PEACE paradigm contends that such

aid is not a humanitarian gesture put a political and economic venture designed

principally to serve the interests of the donor. This is particularly evident in 'tied aid'

which sets conditions and engages in projects using donor country inputs. Aid becomes

a means by which the needy county) is restructured to serve the needs of the donor

countries (Hayter & Watson, 1984; George, 1992). The emphasis on export-oriented

industrialisation has largely failed to benefit the poor, due mainly to the use of a 'top

down' model of development where the benefits never reach the poor. Aid money is

used principally in ways which b enefit the already well off (Ekins, 1992) or

misappropriated by corrupt leaders.

5.6.6 Militarisation

The modernisation paradigm argues that high military expenditure is necessary for

security from external aggression. 1 his security will encourage domestic and foreign

investment and lead to economic gr( wth. The PEACE paradigm, on the other hand,

contends that the state is not so muc 1 interested in security as in protecting their own

internal political and economic domii lance. Frequently, the military is used to oppress

opponents of the elite and to violate human rights. The presence of a strong military

means that nonviolent ways of resolv ng conflict may be given little attention.
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Militarisation involves another cone( rn - the opportunity cost of the huge amount of

resources allocated to the military. In many Third World countries, scarce foreign

exchange is diverted to purchase weapons from Northern countries who benefit

handsomely from the sales (Thee, 982:114), although it should be noted that the

majority of military expenditure goes on personnel. Military expenditure depletes the

resources which can be used to illeviate poverty. UNDP (1994:77) estimates

developing country military expendi :ure in the 1990s to be around $125 billion per

annum, and that a package of basic c ducation, health, clean water and family planning

programs would cost K30 - 40 billion per annum between 1995 and 2005.

5.6.7 Human Rights

Barash (1991:467) and Toh and Cavagas (1990:135) see human rights as part of the

relationship of governments and their people, whereby governments allow individuals

to develop fully as human beings. Many countries ostensibly uphold the United

Nations 'Declaration of Human Rigl- ts' but many do not enforce these standards. At

the core of violations of human ri ;hts - the largest of which is poverty - is the

proliferation of militarism and structli ral violence. Ekins (1992:65) notes that Western

countries 'seek strategic and econom c benefits at the back of human rights violations'.

Examples of this include the sellii g of weapons by the US to various regimes

considered to be of the correct politic al shade, but with poor human rights records.

5.6.8. Education

Modernisation advocates perceive ec ucation as an investment in human capital which

contributes to economic growth. —here is increasing doubt that such investments

beyond basic literacy and numeracy' have influenced economic growth (Oxenham,

1986). Much of this is due to a pedagogy which Freire referred to as 'banking

education'. Instead of being tailored to fit the local context, schooling is adapted to

Western educational patterns.

PEACE advocates call for more localised education systems which are culturally

appropriate and which empower stu dents to critically analyse the status quo and to

also respect the diversity of cultui al traditions (Toh, 1987:37). Such education

systems seek to liberate the indivi dual using an integrated approach to learning
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supported by peaceful teaching strategies. Education should also seek to impart

realistic aspirations in the students wl Lich are in keeping with limited job prospects.

5.6.9 Cultural solidarity and ider tity

`Unity in diversity' is a strategic con Sept aimed at avoiding intolerance, prejudice and

hate. In part., this can be achieved through the encouragement of different traditions

and cultural practices, e.g student; learning the traditional methods of resolving

conflicts. It is important that educ ition validates indigenous traditions (Pradevaad,

1989). If local values are elevates above Western values, students will be better

equipped to maintain local culture.

Many countries are made up of divcrse cultural traditions, beliefs and ethnic origins.

Education can play an important ole in preventing the extinguishment of these

minority groups and developing an at mosphere of tolerance and peace.

It can validate and strengthen mincrity cultures. Where tolerance and respect are

exercised, intercultural conflicts will )e minimised. Toh & Cawagas (1987a:21) assert

that cultural solidarity expresses the ; pirit of trust, empathy, respect and understanding

of plural society where different cults res must learn to live together.

5.7 The scope of peace stud es

Toh Swee-Hin and Floresca Cawaga. (1987) have stressed that Peace Studies needs to

take a multi-faceted approach in ordc r to develop a critical understanding of the causes

of conflict at the personal, interpersolal, community, national and global levels. Then

strategies can be developed to reduc3 the incidence of violence. The scope of Peace

Studies is very wide, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, which relates the type of violence to

the various levels at which it has its ii npacts.
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An example will help to illustrate tie linkages and relationships. The global world

economic order perpetuates structui al violence whereby a 'core' of countries in the

North maintain and enhance their economic well being while leaving the South on the

periphery of development and highly dependent on the North. This may, for example,

result in environmental degradation Third World countries struggle to earn foreign

exchange to repay debt. Internal elite ;s promote the same violent structure in their own

countries to their advantage. The e' entual poverty results in a sense of alienation and

marginalisation which is associated with domestic violence and crime. The Peace

Studies response to this is developm( nt and human rights education, as well as training

in nonviolent means of achieving soc al change. The obvious question is 'whether such

education and training makes a differ once given the strength of the opposing forces.

To sum up this section, conflict ar d violence need to be analysed holistically and

tackled nonviolently. These themes Lave been discussed earlier and will be returned to

at a number of points later in this the is.

5.8 Conclusion

For many people who have been inc octrinaled by mainstream thinking, moving from

the modernisation paradigm to a PEACE paradigm can help the process of finding

`nonviolent, radical solutions involvi rig the structural and value changes necessary if

development is to be humanising' (S wan, 1997:33). The following chapter discusses

the nonviolent means by which the objectives of the PEACE paradigm can be

implemented.
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CHAPTER SIX

Developing a cult ire of peace through nonviolence

6.1 Introduction

Chapter Six presents an alternative to violent processes and structures. The nonviolent

alternative is an answer to a basi c question: how do individuals or groups work for

desired social change. It contends that to ase direct violence is morally unjustifiable and

probably ineffective. The alterna l ye strategy involves 'soul force', to use Gandhi's

phrase, by resorting to the spiritual strength to 'fight' violence. The following nonviolent

strategies are suggested as an effec ive way forward in constructing a culture of peace.

6.2	 Nonviolence and now iiolent action

Nonviolence refers to a myriad of beliefs and methods of action for dealing with conflict.

It stands in contrast to a series of )eliefs about conflict and violence put forward by the

mainstream (refer to Appendix 1). Nonviolence is a process, a strategy or philosophy

defined by its rejection of any us , ; of violence as a remedy against other individuals.

Nonviolence is about alternative ind peaceful means of resolving conflict (Weber &

Burrowes, 1991:1; Galtung, 19902 & 1990b) and is a means by which ordinary citizens

can wield their power despite their state of apparent disempowerment. Sharp (1973:64)

regards non-violent action as:

...a technique by whi Ai people who reject passivity and
submission, and who see struggle as essential, can wage their
conflict without violence . Nonviolence is not an attempt to avoid
or ignore conflict.

Nonviolent methods are essentially proactive methods for bringing about change and do

not imply non-action; they are simi ly action without the use of violence. Nonviolence is

a potent tool for achieving desired structural changes (Ostergaard, 1977).

The use of nonviolence is justified1)y Huxley (1938:139) as follows:
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If violence is answered by nonviolence, the result is physical
struggle. Now a physica struggle inevitably arouses in the minds
of those directly and i -idirectly concerned in it, emotions of
hatred, fear, rage and r sentment ... Nothing matters anymore
except victory. And wren at last victory comes to one another
or other of the parties, this final outcome of physical struggle
bears no necessary relati 3n to the rights and wrongs of the case;
nor in most cases, does i provide any lasting settlement.

(Quoted in Weber & Burrowes, 1991:4)

Critics are skeptical of the effective ness of nonviolence and it is worth noting that not all

methods used are equally 'peaceful'. However, advocates of nonviolence argue they

result in far less destruction compa •ed to direct violence (Sharp, 1973; Martin, 1984). In

addition, the main motive of the advocates of nonviolence is to reduce injustice and

inequality rather than build personal wealth or power.

The following section examines 5( me of the theories of nonviolence out of which the

notion of 'people power' originate( as a way of securing change by the use of nonviolent

actions. The discussion outlines d fferent types of nonviolence and various methods of

nonviolent action.

6.2.1 Types of nonviolence

Nonviolence, involving different method;, has been practiced in various religions,

cultures and interest groups in the world for centuries based on the belief that it was

wrong to use violence in their st uggle to achieve their goals. The commitment to

nonviolence stems from religious and cultural beliefs or as a political weapon when other

methods fail or result in defeat (Su -nmy, 1995; Weber & Burrowes 1991:1). As already

noted, nonviolence is not inaction, )ut action that is non-violent. It is also perceived as a

technique for conducting conflict effectively, with as little damage as possible to

individuals. Nonviolence wields social, political and economic power and helps people

to discover their potential as a sour :e of change in the community.

The many practices of nonviolence comprise nine types of nonviolence (non-resistance,

active reconciliation, moral resistance, elective nonviolence, passive resistance, peaceful

resistance, nonviolent direct action Gandh .an nonviolence and nonviolent resolution), of
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which five have a spiritual or e- hical motivation and four a political and/or social

motivation.

6.2.2 Tactical non-violence

Non-violence is approached in i wo ways - the tactical pragmatic approach and

principled or ideological approac h (Holmes, 1990:3; Burrowes, 1996). The tactical

approach involves the use of passil e resistance techniques to 'fight' violence and to force

the opponent to submit. Passive r;sisters may have little concern for the truth because

they believe they know the truth end assume that error is on the side of the opponent.

Ostergaard (1977) mentions that passive resisters struggle against their opponent to seek

a victory and effectively fulfil their own interests. Passive resisters can be as powerful

and manipulative as the protagonists in conventional politics in many Western societies.

Although nonviolence is not an er tirely peaceful means to an end, it gives non-violent

actors a sense of empowerment w th which to counteract their opponent. According to

Sharp (1973:3)

Nonviolent in this sens; is a technique used to control and
destroy the power of the opponent because some conflicts do not
yield to compromise and can only be resolved through struggle.

6.2.3	 Principled ideological no aviolence

Ideological nonviolence is founded on a spiritual belief that violence is evil. In all the

world religions, references are mac le to the use of nonviolence as the main principle of

living. The Chinese philosopher Lz o Tse, who founded Taoism emphasised that military

force was not the way for humani y to follow. He frequently referred to the peaceful

images of water or wind. Confuc us maintained that peace came from social harmony

and equilibrium. The basis of Janis: ethics is Ahimsa that denied the will or desire to kill

or do harm. Gandhi and his philosophy of nonviolence (satyagraha) brought ahimsa into

the active moral consciousness of -linduism. The sixth commandment "Thou shalt not

kill" (Exodus 20:17) is one of the fundamental premises of Christian doctrine and the

Christian God is viewed as a God of love and peace. The basis of biblical teaching is

founded on nonviolence and pear even though people have misused its doctrine to

justify war as 'the will of God' in c rder to protect justice and freedom. There are a few
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Christian groups which adhere to ionviolence, including the Quakers, Aanabaptists and

the Brethren which, claim that war and violence are contradictory to the teaching of

Christ. The liberation theology ac lvocated by some Third World Catholics emphasises

nonviolence. These churches teac i that nonviolence starts with the belief in Christ and

the ultimate worth of the individual to create a society in which one finds enrichment and

self esteem (Stanton-Rich, 1987:22).

Principled or ideological nonviolen -.;e is practiced with, rather than against, an opponent.

The practice is accepted as morall ' right and an attempt is made to convert all parties

towards 'the truth' and accept its practices as a way of life (Holmes, 1990:2; Swan,

1995:42; Martin, 1984). Nonviolence is based on the fundamental dignity of human

beings and involves, above all, the .efusal to hurt someone who is valuable and worthy of

respect (Vanderhaar, 1990). It is lxiological to the concept of non-violence that every

human being has a fundamental dignity. Consequently, principled or ideological

nonviolence stems from the impe ative not to do physical or emotional harm to any

individual.

Principled nonviolent activists va ue the means more than the end (Merton, 1980;

Holmes, 1990:2; Swan, 1995:42). The philosophy demands commitment to spiritual and

religious morals and values in c aily living. This approach takes the concept of

nonviolence practiced, for exampl e, by Jesus and followed by Mahatma Gandhi and

Martin Luther King as the higher 5( arch for truth and for mutual growth and conversion.

Merton (1979:109) explains that:

Christian nonviolence is riot built on a presupposed division, but
on the basic unity of Go( 1. It is not out for the conversion of the
wicked to the ideas of t le good, but for the healing and to the
adversary, the right which is objective and universal. He is
fighting for everybody. --7or this reason, as Gandhi saw, the fully
consistent practice of nonviolence demands a solid metaphysical
and religious basis both i 1 being and in God.

Gandhi realised that the means by \ ihich peace was achieved would be just as significant

as the final result. His nonviole ice integrated religion with politics as a force for

liberating India from British colon al rule and attracted radical thinkers such as Martin
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Luther King. Gandhi's approach s ands as an example of the effectiveness of principled

nonviolence.

Gandhi viewed satyagraha as a prc cess for moving towards peace. Using satyagraha he

hoped to eradicate the injustice inl erent in human society in a way that was affirming to

human dignity. The philosophy of satyagraha is the search for the truth using nonviolent

means which require a casting off of fear and a willingness to sacrifice (Jesudasan, 1986;

Ostergaard 1977; Galtung 1989; h yaramari, 1987). It involves the exercise of power or

influence to effect change without ;ausing injury to the opponent, using various methods

of civil disobedience.

Gandhi believed that violence propagates violence and that no liberation will ever be

achieved by these means. The sou rce of his teaching is in the Hindu classics, mainly the

Bhagavad Gita, which sees relig ion as something dynamic and evolving. Gandhi

accepted Indian traditional symbols and gave them new meaning, but was also influenced

by Christian traditions and writing;. on nonviolent processes. His nonviolent techniques

were implemented to fulfil seven political struggles as identified by Galtung (1990b:146):

(1) The fight for independence, 'swaraj' against colonialism and imperialism.

(2) The fight against the caste ystem, for the untouchables, the 'harijans' and against
inequality and exploitation.

(3) The fight against economic exploitation, for a new economic order, 'sarvodaya'.

(4) The fight for a new way of iimplementing change, non-violently, 'satyagraha'.

(5) The fight against communal strife between Hindus and Muslims.

(6) The fight against sexism; fo the liberation of women.

(7) The fight against racism, ag uinst the discrimination of Indians, in South Africa.

Gandhi's approach to politics contz ins three essential elements: (a) personal nonviolence

as a way of life, (b) constructive work to create new society and (c) nonviolent resistance

to direct and structural violeno (Burrowes, 1996:102). All three address the

fundamental need of individuals an,1 incorporates an intention to provide for these needs.

Gandhi rejected capitalism with its emphasis on competitiveness and material progress

which leads to greed and exploita ion. His vision for the future was the decentralised
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network of self-reliance and sel -governing communities in order to eliminate the

potential for structural violence it herent in a dependency relationship. He introduced

Khadi, handwoven cloth industrie ; intended to make the village more self-reliant and

proud of their identities after years of oppression and exploitation under British rule.

Gandhi used Khadi as a symbol of , inity for the Indian identity, its economic freedom and

equality. It was also an attempt at reducing the accumulated wealth of the rich and

raising the living standards of the poor (Burrowes, 1996:104). Gandhi's vision was to

satisfy the needs of individuals. He also addressed the social status of Indian women

being systematically oppressed by India's patriarchal society and the British law which

reinforced male power and dominance in all spheres of development. Similarly, he

worked to restore self esteem, dignity and justice to the Harijans or those without caste

in Hindu society.

Gandhi was totally dedicated to the se struggles and committed to his non-violent actions

or Satyagraha. For him, truth and God became indistinguishable and any search for truth

was in fact a search for the divine ; a sea:ch to uplift the spirit. To 'Gandhi, the only

possible way to search for truth v, as by adopting Ahimsa, nonviolence as a method of

action and philosophy. The translation of Ahimsa is non injury (himsa), but Gandhi

believed it to be much more than a renunciation of the will to kill or damage. He equated

it with love or active goodwill towards others. In order to carry out Ahimsa, the

satyagrahi had to accept the th rd principle of tapsaya, that is of self suffering

(Bondurant. 1958). The accepta ice of suffering was meant to demonstrate to the

opponent the seriousness of purp )se. Gandhi stressed that self suffering was not a

weapon of the weak and is of very different nature to that of cowardice. The

willingness to suffer, Gandhi believ had the force to change the tyrant by appealing to

his soul.

According to Gandhi, Sata (Pursui of Truth) implies love and agraha means firmness or

force. These were the two conc epts that formed the basis for Gandhi's social and

political action. Gandhi sought solutions that were creative, constructive and not

destructive. Satyagraha led to Inc is gaining national independence and changed some

fundamental. Indian social values. At its best, it developed an interacting force with an
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opponent to transform movements which emerged with new patterns of relationships. In

modern jargon, it emphasises win- win over win-lose, a resolution of conflict which will

be of real benefit to both sides. Sa :yagrahis naturally believe that they are right, but they

do not assume that the truth lies on y on one side. Gandhi did not search after immediate

goals but rather valued the proces ; which would lead to a just, peaceable, morally and

intellectually vibrant community of responsible people (Burrowes, 1996:110).

Martin Luther King was profound y influenced by Gandhi's ideology. Inspired also by

the works of theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, he led the civil rights movement to liberate

blacks from white domination in he United States. King (1958:102-106) valued six

basic principles of nonviolence.

First, nonviolent resistance is not a method for cowards: it does resist. Passive resistance

gives the false impression that it i; a sort of "do-nothing method" in which the resister

quietly and passively accepts evil. The method is passive physically, but strongly active

spiritually, constantly seeking to persuade his opponent that he is wrong.

Secondly, nonviolence does not s( Lek to defeat or humiliate the opponent, but to win

his/her friendship and understand ng. The nonviolent resister expresses his protest

through non-cooperation or boycoi is such actions that work to awaken a sense of moral

shame in the opponent. Thirdly, a characteristic of this method is that the attack is

directed against forces of evil rathe • than persons who happen to be doing the evil. King

(1958:104) stated that "the tensioi is not between differing people but between justice

and injustice, between forces of ligl it and the forces of darkness".

A fourth point that characterises n mviolent resistance is willingness to accept suffering

without retaliation, to accept blo- vs from the opponent without striking back. The

nonviolent resister is willing to acc:,pt violence, if necessary, but never inflict it. A fifth

characteristic not only avoids physical violence but also internal violence of spirit. The

nonviolent resister not only refuses to shoot an opponent, but he also refuses to hate him.

The sixth characteristics of the non- 'iolent resister is the conviction that the universe is on

the side of justice. The believer in ionviolence has deep faith in the future. The struggle
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for justice has a cosmic relationship. In delivering his Nobel Peace Prize Lecture in Oslo

in 1964, Norway, King remarked:

... in spite of spectacula:- strides. in science and technology, and
still unlimited ones to cc me, something basic is missing. There is
a sort of poverty of the spirit which stands in glaring contrast to
our scientific and technological abundance. The richer we have
come materially, the I oorer we have become morally and
spiritually. We have lea lit to fly the air like birds and swim the
sea like fish, but we h ive not learnt the simple art of living
together as brothers.

(Quoted in Bickmore, 1984:7).

6.2.4 Nonviolent theory of poN Ter

`Power' is a dynamic multifaceted phenomenon that can be manifested in a variety of

ways (Burrowes, 1996:85). According to nonviolence theorists, power is not a

characteristic owned by an individt al, but is present in every relationship (Summy, 1997;

Sharp, 1973 & 1980). This mean. that every individual, including the most oppressed,

equally have a measure of power, that is. the capacity to dominate and control. The

power of elites are based on exten al sources. These include authority (the acceptance

by people of the elite's right to con mand), human resources (the elite's supporters with

their knowledge and skills), and intangible factors (such as psychological considerations

and ideological conditioning) (Bun owes, 1996:85). The sources of power are externally

dependent on the obedience and cooperation of the people (Sharp, 1973:10). Societies

have set up structures to facilitate the exercise of power either through elected officials

of those who impose themselves c n others. The continuation of the structure depends

on the co-operation of the rest of the community. Sharp (1980:22) describes this as the

"ruler-subject classification" where the wielder of power does so only with the consent of

the rest of the population.

These perceptions of power are contrary to the dominant view that power flows

downward to command the rest of society. If political power is dependent on the good

will of the populace, it therefore, follows that the masses can upset the balance of power

by withdrawing their co-operation and refusing to comply. This point is central to

nonviolent action.
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When people refuse the r co-operation, withhold their help and
persist in their disobedie rice and defiance, they are denying their
opponent the basic hum n assistance and co-operation which any
government or hierarchical system requires. If they do this in
sufficient numbers for long enough, that government or
hierarchical system will 1 io longer have power

Sharp, 1973:64.

6.2.5 Nonviolent action

Gene Sharp (1973) outlined 198 t) pes of nonviolent actions and divided them into three

broad categories: nonviolent protest and persuasion, nonviolent non-cooperation, and

nonviolent intervention. The first ncludes actions that are mainly symbolic in character

such as mass demonstrations and marches. The second involves withdrawal of a

particular type of cooperation w th the opponent such as strikes, boycotts and tax

refusals. In the third category are z ctions that intervene in situations either negatively, by

disturbing the normal pattern of work or positively by creating new ones. The latter are

usually more radical involving acti Nis, sit-ins, fasts, work-ins or even the establishment

of an alternative government.

When an individual or a group a( tively decides to withdraw their co-operation or to

disobey or ignore the government, they are acting non-violently. There are many types

of nonviolent action. The type chc sen will depend on the circumstances of the situation.

Based on Sharp's theory of poNN er, three conditions must be satisfied in order for

nonviolent action to be effective: first, consent must be withdrawn with a clear refusal to

cooperate; second, collective come fitment to action must be given; and third, there must

be a coherent strategy. This under standing is fundamental to nonviolent action because,

according to Burrowes (1996:91):

... the consent theory of power identifies people as the ultimate
source of all power and highlights the notion that elites are
dependent on the cooper ition of the people they represent.
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6.2.6 The practice of nonviolence methods

The use of nonviolence is increasilgly been used in the Western countries and also in

some Third. World countries. On the other hand, nonviolence may not be all that

attractive because people expect quick results and perhaps see nonviolence as time

consuming, less effective and as a weapon of the weak (Summy, 1995). Such attitudes

may occur from ignorance about 1- ow nonviolent methods work (Anderson & Lamore,

1991:113). If nonviolence means re to work in the Third World, people must be made

aware of the issues that are contrit uting to the conflict and also to the different ways of

dealing with it. Therefore, activist; in Third World countries need to have access to a

broader understanding of the struc :ures in place to influence change for justice (Martin

1989).

The starting point for any action the empowerment of people. It involves an insight

into their own capacity to effect ch tnge. A s Sharp (1973:778) states:

Participation in non vio .ent action both requires and produces
certain changes in the pi evious pattern of submissiveness within
the grievance group. A change of the opponent's outlook and
beliefs may or may not )e an object of the campaign, but some
"Change of Heart" must ake place in the nonviolent group and in
the wider grievance group. Without it there can be no nonviolent
action. Without a ch Inge from passive acceptance of the
opponent's will, from la;k of confidence and helplessness and a
sense of inferiority ar d fear, there can be no significant
nonviolent action and no basic transformation of relationships.

There are several factors which c ontribu:e to the success of non-violence, including

development of a strong organic ational network; training of activists in the basic

principles of nonviolence; good pi; inning; a compelling issue; a careful choice of which

nonviolent action to pursue; consis ency in the struggle; and a vision to which a group is

committed.

Whilst there is a great deal of formal a -KI informal education about the desirability,

effectiveness and glory of violence, th ere is relatively little concerning nonviolent

methods (Burns & Weber, 1996; Weig hert, 1989). As Holmes (1990:5) observes:
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If we want to meas are the effectiveness of nonviolence
thoroughly, we need to t egin looking at things in a different way.
We need to think harder about what constitutes the success or
failure of both violence and nonviolence. The question is not
whether nonviolence works; it is also whether violence works.
And if they both somet mes work and sometimes do not, does
nonviolence work better than violence?

6.2.7 How successful is nonvic lent action?

In a nonviolent campaign, a succes ;ful outcome is never guaranteed. The opponent may

be unmoved by the campaign or n ay choose to react to nonviolent actions with further

repression and counter - violence. However, if the actions are sustained and effective,

change may occur to promote soci al justice. The aim of nonviolent action is to effect a

change of heart from an adversarial position to one of co-operation. Usually the

adversary will change their behaviour either because they are accommodating the

nonviolent activists or because the / are forced to do so. People power movements are

tolerated more in the West, where they have gained public support and to so:me extent

political recognition.

On the other hand, some Third We rld countries during recent years have become active

in advocating nonviolent moveme its for social change. For instance, the Philippines

where people power movement lec to the downfall of Marcos and similarly Soeharto in

Indonesia. Gandhi's nonviolent action liberated India from colonial British rule and

Martin Luther King and his non violent resistance led to the overturning of white

discriminatory practices against bla ;ks.

In the Third World, nonviolence is often met with strong military opposition from

governments and their supporters, but there are some important success stories, which

are summarised in Table 6.1. Ralf h Summy (1995), a nonviolent theorist, criticises the

orthodox view that nonviolence is ineffective against ruthless leaders and provides

compelling empirical evidence to st [pport this argument in his Nonviolence And The Case

of The Extremely Ruthless Oppone it.
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Table 6.1	 The success of nonviolence

Year Location Objective Methods Reference

1915–
1947

India Liberate	 Indians	 1 -om	 British
colonial rule. Also Badish Khan
known for his acts of violence
turned	 to	 accept	 nonviolence
and its practice

Use	 of	 Satyagraha	 i.e.	 passive
resistance.
Organised nonviolent army against
British rule in aid of Ghandi

Barash,	 1992;
Burrowes, 1996

1950–
1960

America Liberate black Arni .ricans frcm
mainstream	 white	 American
dominance

Montgomery bus boycott (Alabama) Barash,	 1992;
King, 1958

1986 Philippines Overthrow Marcos Nonviolent protests Cawagas,	 1987;
Sider,	 1986;
Barash, 1992

1986 Haiti Topple Jean-Claude Duvaliver Nonviolent protests Sider,	 1986;
Barash, 1992

1987 South Korea Topple Chu Doo Hv 'an Nonviolent demonstrations Barash, 1992

1980s Nicaragua Witness	 for	 Per ce	 (WFP)
formed by concerne I Americans
to conscientize othe • Americans
to the American Government
repression	 of Nic raguans	 py
supporting the Cont a rebels

Nonviolent direct action awareness
campaigns led many Americans to
oppose	 Reagan	 administration.
Similarly people power movements
have led to overthrowing ruthless
governments	 in	 Latin	 American
countries

Sider, 1989

1944 El Salvador Topple General Mai tinez Non-cooperation	 (lawyers,
engineers,	 teachers,	 shopkeepers
and railway workers all	 left their
posts). Martinez fled to Guatemala

Sider, 1989

1931 Guatamala Overthrow General . orge Ubico Nonviolent	 resistance	 (strikes)
business and offices closed July	 1,
1944. Ubico gave up

Sider, 1989

1997 PNG Toppling of Chan Government
over	 the	 deploym :nt	 of	 the
mercenaries on Bou ;ainville

Nonviolent	 protests	 initiated	 by
Gerry Singirok, backed up by army,
the	 police	 force	 and	 common
citizens. The army were armed but
instructed not to shoot by Singirok.

On a smaller scale, numerous nom iolent actions around the world have had a profound

impact for justice and equality. Fo example, in Australia, the success of people power

was seen in the Franklin River campaign organised by the Wilderness Society to prevent

the proposed Gordon River Dam which succeeded in extracting concessions from the

Tasmanian Government. Other examples include the anti-Vietnam War campaigns,

many forest campaigns, MABO - - which led a legal basis for indigenous people of

Australia to claim customary lands, a series of protests against uranium mining and the

presence of US bases, campaigns a ;ainst visiting warships carrying nuclear weapons and
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many others, including many trade union actions (Weber & Burrowes, 1991:3).

According to Sharp, (1973:779):

One of the most important problems faced by people who feel that they
are oppressed, or that they must oppose dominant evil policies and
systems is; how can they act? Nonviolent action provides a multitude
of ways in which people, whether majorities or minorities can utilise
whatever potential leverage they may possess to become active
participants in controlling t ieir own lives.

Some conflicts however, can only I e resolved through use of tactical nonviolence as part

of an attempt to achieve wider social change. In everyday disputes and conflicts, the use

of a wide range of conflict resolution methods, including the many traditional ways of

resolving disputes can result in moi e peaceful resolutions. Nonviolent techniques should

be more widely taught in schools at d universities.

6.3	 Transcendent Peace

Ultimately, the spiritual imperative provides a vital motive to seek nonviolent solutions.

Inevitably the concepts of peace at can be articulated and utilised are those central to

the various religions of the Third World (see section 6.2.3), all of which embrace the

interconnectedness of peace, justic e and development as human and God-centred. In

support of this view, Hunthausen ( 983:5) reiterates the views of Thomas Merton that:

... the whole gamut of man's activities today constitutes an
indivisible whole. You cannot divide social, economic, political
and purely religious wor into watertight compartments ... it is to
declare the secularist me nality of recent centuries that religion is
to be locked up in the sac risty and in the home.

Religion and peace can be practice,1 at two levels. At one level people practice peace in

their social encounters and actions by obeying their religions'rules. At the second level,

peace is accepted as through the act of complete trust in God, through placing God

above and before all else. God be tomes the centre of all actions and peace is accepted

not as a goal, but as a process. In addition, Swan (1995:41) adds to Galtung's violence

triangle a fourth dimension: 'moral violence' caused by inconsistencies in human morals

and ethics, which occurs when indi viduals ase their own judgements of what is right and

wrong without an outside moral or Dhilosophical basis:
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Moral violence confuses and culminates in societies where the
blind believe that they t:an see, and lead the blind. It mitigates
against peace, for it may in fact and indeed, poison societies,
organisations, groups and individuals whether secular or religious
and even those who spe ik for peace.

(Swan: 1995:42)

These processes act together or in isolation to promote a culture of peace summed up in

Table 6.2.

Table 6.2	 Peace As A Process

Violence and. Absence of Direct
Violence (State peace & negative peace
Force by State to acquire peace. Focus o i absence of war

Holistic Understanding and Awareness Raising

Oppositional Peace (absence of all forms of violence & oppression).

Critical Thinking

Positive Peace
(peace as social justice and Humane & e■ ologically responsible development)

Value changes
violence to nonviolence injustice to justic e
inequity to equity
material wealth to human
arrogance to empathy, being tolerant anc humble

1
Action For Social Justice
(in the wider society, local international .evel)

Transcendent Peace
(peace achieved at the highest level cf understanding which as the ultimate link to the
metaphysical world and complete trust in God). Development and peace efforts tend to
centre around positive peace practiced b y' contemporary radical thinkers. Linking the concept
to God as the ultimate to many is perhaps treated as unimportant or has no significant value.
However, individuals who believe in th spiritual world move beyond this understanding, to
accepting the deeper meaning of peace ; s being centred on God and the supernatural being to
give it a profound basis to human rethinking.
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6.4 Conclusion

Chapters 5 and 6 have outlined the PEACE paradigm as an appropriate way of

understanding conflict and violence in the Third World, and the philosophy and practice

of nonviolent ways of implement ng the objectives of that paradigm. Clearly, these

deserve to be studied at university level and the next chapter outlines some peace studies

programs in different countries. Chapter 8 examines some attempts to evaluate the

impact of peace studies.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Peace S tudies in Universities

7.1 Introduction

This chapter outlines some of the origins of peace studies and its evolution since 1945

before examining some examples o F peace studies programs in selected universities.

It is worth noting, as an introductory remark, that peace, and how to achieve it, is not

studied to any extent. This may be bee ause conflict and war are more exciting or

because the 'spirit of our age' admires strength, if not aggression, in personal, business

and political life. There is also the more pragmatic reason that, particularly during times

of economic constraint, mainline lisciplines in universities will strongly resist 'fringe'

activities which compete with then- for resources.

7.2 The origins of peace si udies

The study of peace or 'peace studio s' evolved chronologically over three separate eras in

the last fifty years (Harris et al, 1 998). The first phase emerged in the 1950s, based

around the study of Cold War. T le definition of 'peace' developed a discourse which

included concepts of deterrence, di )lomacy and international organisations and their role

in promoting inter-state peace.

Beginning in the 1960s, a second r hase emerged, energised by the Vietnam war (Harris,

1995; Young, 1981; Brouwer, 1992). A main component of this phase was a proactive

attempt to reexamine the myth that war was inevitable. Sovereign states had long upheld

the idea that peace was achieved through trade, diplomacy, economic progress and a

build up of strong defence capacit 3 (Jones, 1989; Swan, 1988). The rationale of high

military expenditures was that these ac:ed as primary deterrents against potential

aggression and led to (negative) p ;ace. Third World governments have succumbed to

similar indulgences, financing n ilitary power at the expense of needed social
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expenditures to secure their own political and economic interests, and those of the

superpower allies (Smoker, et al., 1990; Alimad, 1985; Apostolakis, 1992).

The 1980s saw a third phase where Eby peace researchers moved to emphasise that peace

included indirect as well as dii ect violence (Brouwer, 1992; Brock-Utne, 1985;

Haavelsrucl., 1981:95). The reason for this change of emphasis is explained by Tonkin

(1982:28) as follows:

... even if there was no war as such, people cannot be said to
experience peace wher they live in conditions of injustice,
domination and exploitz tion, with their basic rights denied and
their potential for fu 1 personal development constrained.
Peacelessness in other w Drds, came to be understood not only as
physical violence, but st uctural violence as well, to be at peace
came to mean not onl) as freedom from overt violence, but
freedom from oppressior of any kind.

The progressive reconceptualisatic n of peace highlights the need for public awareness

and education to overcome trac itional preconceptions. It is the traditional and

misinformed epistemological stand points of the general public that restrict progressive

ways of thinking about war, security and peace (Smoker & Herman, 1987:36). In an

interview with Carol Rank, Nigel oung comments:

Peace research has a re sponsibility for providing a critique of
international relations z nd realpolitik that can land us in a
thermonuclear graveyard. Peace Studies is an emancipation from
ideas which are oppressi ie and ultimately supportive of a system
which is destructive and potentially lethal. One has to critique
the language, assumptic ns, strategies of the system [and this]
cannot be done within alraditional international framework.

(Rank, 1988:57)

The events of the late 1980s and 1990s have been interpreted as reducing and increasing

the need for peace studies. Events such as the initiatives by Gorbachev, the dismantling

of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the deny ise of communism in the Soviet Union and the end of

apartheid in South Africa have b ;en interpreted by some as the result of economic

imperatives and nothing to do witl the peace movement, and by others as the fruits of

many years of peace activism. Even with massive political changes, however, the

economic injustice referred to by T mkin (1982) above remains largely intact. There has

also been a redefinition of the mi jor enemy. With the breakup of the Soviet Union,
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America is now apparently threat( med by hostile Islamic fundamentalist regimes, thus

justifying continued high levels of military expenditure. The wars fought since 1945,

almost all in Third World countrie s, have claimed a disproportionate number of civilian

lives, repressive regimes confirm( to violate human rights and the global economy

perpetuates injustices in order to s :cure the political and economic interests of Western

industrialised countries and Third `/odd elites.

In response, there has been a sh ft of emphasis within the peace movement and by

academic institutions towards pc sitive peace, with its emphasis on injustices and

inequality, and towards conflict in inagement, meditation, arbitration, reconciliation, and

conflict resolution. Other curr :nt emphases include the study and practice of

nonviolence, mutual-confidence bu (ding and non-military ways of achieving security e.g.

social defence or civilian defence.

This redefinition of emphases has involved the growth of other areas of independent

study such as development education, multicultural studies, peace education,

environmental studies, world studios, human rights and conflict resolution (Toh, 1991).

While each study will have its own emphases, the notion of interconnectedness

contributes to the strength and the luality of peace studies as a whole.

Universities and colleges offer pe ice studies at both undergraduate and postgraduate

level. Academics concerned wit 1 peace have often allocated their extra time into

creating peace studies programs. Professional journals have been produced, including

the International Journal of Worlit Peace, the Journal of Peace Research, the Journal

of Conflict Resolution, Peace and Change, Pacifica Review and Peace Science. Many

national and international confer races are held, of which the International Peace

Research Association and its regional constituents are prominent. Myriads of local

groupings are also emerging to pi sh for particular changes and, increasingly, to lobby

experts and decision makers in st ch areas as international relations, the nuclear arms

race, environmental issues and `locil' issues such as domestic violence.

Although the positive dimension of peace, the main emphasis in peace studies - is gaining

momentum in Western institutions, other peace educators are drawing attention to the
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notion of transcendent peace (see s.:ction 6.3). This shift links the concept of peace with

a deeper spiritual meaning:

Peace Studies originated as a Western reaction to problems
generated largely by the West and by those who take their cue
from the West. Western values permeate Peace Studies, as do
Western ways of thinIchg , seeing and doing: emphasis is on
problem-solving and the pragmatic attainment of goals. ... There
is awareness of much c f what Peace Studies should help lead
away from (e-duco). There is less confidence over what such
studies should lead to id-duco). excepting that it should be to
peace, and if possible, it peace. The concept of peace itself is in
need of fuller developm( nt....Little heed is paid to the lessons of
metaphysics, theology and religion on peace, and a vast body of
literature and thought Dn the subject is untapped or barely
so...There appears to be subscription to the notion that
metaphysics, theology aid religion afford insights that are less
amenable to proof and that, as such, they are removed from
realpolitik, practicality ai .d even credibility.

Swan 1995:37

The historical movement towards t -anscendent peace has been charted by Bernard Swan

(1995:34-46) who also notes that f ach type of peace is linked to a type of violence (see

section 5.2):

(i) State peace: Peace is linker to the establishment of law and order practised in the

mainstream. Peace is defined as the absence of war between states and within

states. Although peace is lot the main concern of the state, other than for the

protection of its own politi -:,a1 and economic interests, these are often explained

as national interest. War has been resorted to throughout history as the last

resort. State peace is to t e defended by means of diplomacy, trade, economic

progress and a readiness to sight if necessary.

(ii) Negative peace: Peace is till defiled as the absence of war, but there may be

moves to go beyond the cot ventional wisdom and to search for alternative means

of defence such as mutual-c mfidence building measures.

(iii) Oppositional/Positive peace: It is recognised that abolition of international war

is no guarantee of peace. Vhat is required is to address the deep-seated causes

of peacelessness. Emphasis is placed on structural violence, the silent oppression

perpetuated by the privileged and the powerful upon the underprivileged and the
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powerless through system; and structures of social, cultural, economic and

political control. The emr hasis is the promotion of justice, respect for human

rights and human dignity and tolerance.

(iv) Transcendent peace: This peace Ls linked to religion, cosmology, metaphysics,

God, morals and ethics. swan argues that all the other efforts to deal with

violence in the hope of achieving peace are incomplete until given a spiritual

meaning.

7.3 The status of peace stt dies in academia

Although peace studies has expan led, it is still a long way from being accepted as an

academic discipline (Harris, 1995: 07). This, and its non-vocational aspect, leads to a

relatively low intake of students v hich means that such courses may be deleted in the

face of financial stringencies faced by academic institutions. The impetus for peace

studies typically comes from intere ;ted academic staff in other disciplines, typically with

little or no University funding. Th is has two problems: it can result in the 'burn out' of

interested academic staff who take on an extra load above their normal teaching. In

addition, when such staff move to another location or retire, the whole project may be

discontinued (Harris et al., 1998). The other major issue is the lack of appropriately

trained people for either the Westei n or Third World teaching.

Other constraints on peace studies include its marginal and essentially subversive nature.

The goals of peace studies conf ict with an established culture where nationalism,

violence and militaristic traditions play an important role. Against this background,

peace studies has become strongly established in some universities and now we turn to

consider some examples.

7.3.1 Department of Peace Studies, University of Bradford, UK

The Department was established it 1973 with the initiative and financial support of the

Religious Society of Friends (Quak .rs). A sum of $75,000 was raised to establish a chair

and this was supported by an enc ouraging environment at Bradford during a time of

University expansion. There are currently nineteen members of the academic staff and

about 300 students of whom on third are postgraduates. In addition to normal
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academic responsibilities, staff run ;ourses at military and civil service establishments and

are in demand from the media for radio and television interviews. It is the only fully-

fledged peace studies department i i the UK, although there is a teaching institute of 2.5

members within the Department of Politics and International Relations at the University

of Lancaster, and several similar si:,ed groups elsewhere.

The Department has organised its c ourses around six themes:

1. Philosophy of peace and met hods of conflict resolution. Research and teaching is

carried out on the history and z nalysis of the concept and value of peace, and related

concepts and values, especial y security, justice, freedom and 'just war' theories.

Conflict resolution examines n ethods of mediation, negotiation and arbitration at all

levels. A Centre for Conflict F esolution has been established within the Department.

2. International politics and security studies. This theme includes security relations

between states, origins and c cruses of peace and war among states, international

regimes and theoretical perspe ctives on global society. It also carries out work on

the arms dynamic, arms control. and the economics of defence spending. Emphasis is

also placed on the intergoverm -iental responses to global environmental problems.

3. Development and conflict. Included under this theme is consideration of the

relationship between conflict and development in the Third World, covering

democratisation and citizenshi o in the countries of Latin America and sub-Saharan

Africa. The topic also covers political change and the causes and management of

conflict in the regions of Iran and India.

4. Politics and society. Under this theme, emphasis is placed on conflicts around

ethnicity, social class, gender issues, human rights and the future of industrialised

countries. The sociology of tie U.K.is examined and also its processes of social

and political change. It considers the concepts of democracy and analyses trends

and debates shaping society ar d their implications for the achievement of a peaceful

society. Also explored are isst es of human rights.

5. Regions in conflict. Under this theme, emphasis is placed on Northern Ireland,

drawing attention to the intern al and external roots of that conflict and the role that
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conflict resolution can play. It also examines the problems of political and economic

underdevelopment in the Midc le East. A multi-faceted approach is used in order to

conceptualise the causes of coi flicts.

6. International politics and th a environment. The role of international action and

inaction with respect to the en iironment is considered, with particular attention paid

to the problem of global warm_ ng.

Undergraduate students complete a BA in Peace Studies over three years, taking core

Peace Studies courses in their fi .st two years, as well as some units from cognate

disciplines, and optional units in ti eir Third year when they also write a dissertation of

15,000 - 20,000 words.

The wide-ranging MA Peace Stud: es began in 1974 and examines conflict and peace at

all levels - interpersonal, societal and international. The MA/Postgraduate Diploma

course in International Politics and Security Studies was introduced in 1991. The

emphases of the course are problei as of international conflicts and security and methods

of conflict avoidance and resolutior

7.3.2 Colgate University – USA

Colleges and universities in many 1 arts of the United States offer Peace Studies through

a wide range of courses covering issues such as nuclear arms, wars, peace, violence,

conflict, conflict resolution, nego lation, mediation and nonviolence. The Brethren

college in North Manchester, Ind ana, founded in 1948, has the oldest peace studies

program. A large proportion of tl ese institutions do not have a distinct department of

peace studies, but relevant cours offered by different staff are made available to

students majoring in peace studies , the 'peace studies program' is coordinated, usually

voluntarily, by interested staff.

Colgate University illustrates such a prog ram. An interdisciplinary approach to peace

studies commenced in the 1970s w th a course on 'Problems of War and Peace'. A chair

of Peace Studies was established in 1972. The program takes an interdisciplinary

approach to the issues of peace an I war, conflict and change, violence and nonviolence

from local and community level t3 the international/global level. Added to this, the
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program covers issues of 'Violence ; and Nonviolence: Movements for Peace and Social

Change', 'International Ethics', and 'Arms Control'. Students can also take two courses in

international conflict and global issues and two courses on intra-state/intra-societal

approaches to violence and conflict resolution. The course concludes with a final course,

`Theories of Peace and Conflict and Global Violence', in an attempt to integrate

fieldwork with academic courses taken during the major.

To support the program, Colgate has a residence occupied by peace studies majors and

where visiting lecturers can stay. I has a Ibrary, a reading room, a large dining hall, and

provides a meeting place on camp., s for peace organisations. Lacking a. Department, the

program is administered by a full-time director who is a member of the Sociology

Department. He is assisted by a st y dent intern, a graduate of the program who assists in

teaching the introductory course an I maintains the office.

7.3.3 University of New Englan 3 (UNE), Australia

Peace Studies at UNE begun in 19' . 2 with the offerings by a geographer of a coursework

unit titled 'The Geography of Pe ace and Conflict'. The academic climate was not

encouraging: there was a suspicion of interdisciplinary courses and of the ideological

bent of peace studies and mainline departments felt that any funding of peace studies

would mean less for them. A plan vas devised which dealt with most of these objectives

i.e. a major in peace studies was established by utilising a group of relevant existing

courses drawn from a number of different disciplines. In 1991, a Master of Letters

degree in Peace Studies was introduced, the only post graduate degree in Peace Studies

in Australia. This is almost alwa's studied by a mix of coursework (three units) and

dissertation. Five units of coursewc rk have been developed which act as the core:

The Economics of Developing Countries: The unit is built around four questions.

What do we understand by levelopment, underdevelopment and the development

process? What are the principle causes of underdevelopment? What can be done

by developing countries to assist in this task? Consideration of the first two

questions involve exploration of alternative analytical approaches; while the third

and fourth are addressed through a range of contemporary topics including

international trade, foreign i ndebtedness and government expenditure allocations.
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The Philosophy and Practice o Nonviolence: The unit begins by examining non-

violence from a number of i eligious, philosophical and political perspectives. The

wide range of alternative methods of non-violence are than briefly examined.

Using extensive case stud) material, the reasons for the success and failure of

particular non-violent campaigns are examined, and its potential for building non-

violent societies.

Geographies of Peace: This unit examines the present world system in an attempt to

ascertain the extent to which the system, including its processes and ideological

supports, makes for or milii ates against peace. Subject matter covers geopolitical

and socio-economic aspect ; of the world system; the effects and implications of

strategies for national security and advancement; perceptions, processes, issues

and problems of peace realisation, with reference to secular and religious

concepts of peace.

Peacemaking and Conflict Resolution: The first part of the unit, peacemaking, has a

national and international focus and. deals with roles of mediators and negotiators

in conflict situations in areas such as Africa, the Middle East and Northern

Ireland. As conflict resolution theorists believe that the principles of conflict

resolution hold at both the macro and micro levels, the second part of the unit

looks at inter-personal conflict resolution in the contexts of education,

organisations and the coma unity generally.

The Environment, Developmen : and Peace: The course covers the study of the

attitudes to resources and )f the way in which resources are used in developing

countries in Africa and So lth East: Asia. Attention is paid to particular issues

such as wildlife conservat [on, the loss of tropical forests, and water quality

management. Among key ssues are land use, aid programs and the attitudes of

governments towards devl dopmer t. The specific aims of the course are to

develop a deeper unders: anding of the environment-development issues in

relation to natural resource ; management in the Third World; and of the cultural,

social, political and econon lc issues in relation to natural resources management

in the Third World.
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The UNE program provides an ills istration of the fairly precarious nature of most peace

studies programs. Initially there was the dependence on mainline departments to offer

relevant units, but this was overco ne by devising Peace Studies units as such, including

taking over relevant units when departments relinquished them. More importantly, UNE

does not fund the program. The p -ogram is run by an academic employed in a mainline

department above his ordinary duties and, in recent years, four casual staff have been

employed to coordinate individual units of coursework. This has been funded by the

program's share of fees paid by several overseas students undertaking the program. In

1998, however, there were no such students. If the academic running the program was

on leave or retire, there is a danger that the program would fold.

7.3.4 Notre Dame University DU), Philippines

Notre Dame University is located on the southern island of Mindanao and was founded

by the Catholic Church. Peace edu cation was established in 1987 and is consistent with

the University's mission statement - "to give special attention to the poor, deprived and

marginalised and exploited [and] to live a lifestyle expressive of Christian values,

respecting and promoting life anc human rights, working for truth, justice, love and

peace".

There is an underlying motive in th; NDIJ decision to offer peace education which needs

to be briefly highlighted. The M arcos regime's downfall saw the development of a

number of 'peace groups', pr)moting human rights, community development,

disarmament, conflict resolution an I social justice by nonviolent means. NDU's decision

to set up Peace Studies was part of joining the wider community in their struggle to

regain democracy and build social j astice.

The beginnings of peace education program were the professional encounters, such as at

the Mindanao Peace Studies Cent -e at Xavier University, Western Mindanao where a

framework for NDU peace education was devised. The framework took into account

the realities of conflict and violence prevalent in the Philippine society.. Inputs into the

peace studies program came from ' arious sectors of community: students, village people,

development workers and church activists. The result is a holistic approach to peace
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studies devised with the Philippines political, social and economic structures in mind, and

the needs of its people for peace an 3 justice.

Peace education at NDU focuses o;i six areas:

(1) Militarisation covers the US- Philippine military treaty which allowed the presence

of the US bases, the anti-ba: es and nuclear-free movements in the country, the

continuing global arms race, the 'culture of war' in everyday life; use of war toys,

violence in the media, Ramb )-style :Killings, and training in non-military conflict

resolution skills and values in early childhood.

(2) Structural Violence analyses death from poverty in the Third World with emphasis

on the Philippines. The condi ion of the rural and urban poor are examined and its

causes investigated. The ui ban and rural elites, either in collaboration or in

competition with external eco comic agencies, exploit natural resources and cheap

labour of the Philippines. This leads to unjust social, economic and political

structures which inflict violen :e on the most vulnerable. Unequal terms of trade

between North and the South and the debt trap are central examples of equity and

justice embodied in the interna :ional structures and relationships of production.

(3) Human Rights explores the international declarations and covenants on human

rights and actual human rights practice. The annual reports of various international

agencies committed to mon toring and advocating human rights continue to

document serious and deterio •ating conditions in many states. The structures of

'total war' to defeat insurgenc: lend themselves to human rights violations as does

the rise of para-military groups or N igilantes. Structural violence systematically

denies the poor their basic nee is. The violation of the rights of women and children

has led to women's moveme -Its rooted in principles of gender equity and self-

determination. The Declaration on the Rights of Child pronounced by the United

Nations provides the opportun ty to address the contradictions of street children and

child labourers vulnerable to e) ploitation.

(4) Environmental Care examin,;s global environmental crisis. The tendency of the

South to abet and emulate t1 e North's environmentally-destructive modernisation

paradigm results in extensiw, and ruthless profit-maximising exploitation and
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pollution of nation's natural en 3ironment. Famines, droughts, floods, hunger and the

green-house-effect are some of the critical symptoms of a violent development

structure. Indigenous people's rights are often subjected to the needs of loggers and

miners.

The works of NGOs and interested environmental groups in creating public

awareness to conscientize peo )le to push for the end to such ecological violence is

examined. The search for an alternative development model based on sustainable

use principles is considered e.g. developing solar and alternative energy sources;

recycling wastes; eco-tourism ;Lnd community controlled sustainable forestry.

(5) Cultural Solidarity involves analysing conflicts and violence among different

cultural traditions and groups t hat have led to tensions, disputes and wars. From the

perspective of peace educati )n, means of cultivating an awareness of cultural

diversity that is simultaneously committed to a global unity of all peoples are

examined. The search for un ty in diversity of traditions, cultures and religions is

studied. Intercultural healing 1 equires the redress of structural injustices. Educating

for cultural solidarity goe! beyond promoting tolerance of diversity to

transformations for justice and autonomy in economic, social and political spheres.

(6) Personal Peace. Embedded it the Philippines culture is the existence of spirituality

and a concern for personal pe tee. The task for peace education is to draw on the

indigenous world views and the religious peace perspectives currently being

suppressed by the influence of Western 'civilisation' - to rethink concepts of 'growth',

'happiness', 'materialism'. Wh3 is that those who have little are happy to share and

be joyful while the affluent in he North cannot even part with something small and

even want to grab more? Then e contradictions highlight the fact that personal peace

transcends self-centred materialism. It seeks a balance between inner peace and the

concern for social peacelessne is; it supports, in diverse ways, peacebuilding in the

wider community.

The program was formulated wi h two constraining factors - a lack of financial

resources and of university teache:s with detailed understanding of peace and conflict

issues. In 1.987, a core program 3as designed for the MA (Education) and Doctor of
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Education degrees. Courses inch ded: Disarmament Education, Education for Human

Rights, Global Development, Ju ;tice Environmental Education, Ethnicity, Cultural

Solidarity and Education, Activ ; Non-Violence, Values Education, Third World

Education and Development and nligious Perspectives on Peace and Development. A

research component was also desig

Officials in the government's Dc partment of Education, Culture and Sports raised

questioned whether graduates of Jeace education would find useful jobs. The other

argument was the term 'peace educ ation'. The suggestion was to change to 'development

education', a topic area of spe :ialisation in Philippine universities, although not

necessarily taught from within a critical paradigm. The finally agreed name was

'development and peace education'.

The main method of teaching in volves an interactive dialogue and conscientization

process, where the teacher is a facilitator and where the students engage in a variety of

active classroom participation. 1 he approach allows students to continually analyse

issues and problems of peacelessne ss and conflict and their interconnectedness to macro

structures and realities.

The teacher's role is more of he [ping and guiding students in critical synthesis and

reflection to raise their awareness . of the realities of the Philippine's society and to

identify and process personal biases, fears, hopes and dreams in dealing with the issues.

The processes of learning as well as the content, promotes holistic understanding,

relevant skills and personal comn fitment to peacebuilding. The program specifically

involves students in peacebuilding in the wider community, which has included dialogue

with members of the armed fore( s and assistance in curriculum design and practical

peace education in schools.

NDU has established networks w th many peace groups, and assists related agencies,

institutions and organisations, botl government and nongovernment in their efforts for

peacebuilding. It stands as an imprc ssive model for other institutions in the Third World.
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7.4 CONCLUSION

This chapter has outlined four exar iples of peace studies at tertiary level. It has outlined

their impressive work, frequently carried out by a few committed individuals with very

limited resources. Perhaps the nor -absorption of peace studies into the mainstream is a

strength in that its marginality mea ns that :hose who are involved in it do so because of

high levels of personal commitment .

The next chapter discusses the el, aluation of previous peace studies courses aimed at

measuring their impact on students
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